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Winner of the Nobel Prize in EconomicsGet ready to change the way you think about
economics.Nobel laureate Richard H. Thaler has spent his career studying the radical notion
that the central agents in the economy are humans—predictable, error-prone individuals.
Misbehaving is his arresting, frequently hilarious account of the struggle to bring an academic
discipline back down to earth—and change the way we think about economics, ourselves, and
our world.Traditional economics assumes rational actors. Early in his research, Thaler realized
these Spock-like automatons were nothing like real people. Whether buying a clock radio, selling
basketball tickets, or applying for a mortgage, we all succumb to biases and make decisions that
deviate from the standards of rationality assumed by economists. In other words, we misbehave.
More importantly, our misbehavior has serious consequences. Dismissed at first by economists
as an amusing sideshow, the study of human miscalculations and their effects on markets now
drives efforts to make better decisions in our lives, our businesses, and our
governments.Coupling recent discoveries in human psychology with a practical understanding
of incentives and market behavior, Thaler enlightens readers about how to make smarter
decisions in an increasingly mystifying world. He reveals how behavioral economic analysis
opens up new ways to look at everything from household finance to assigning faculty offices in a
new building, to TV game shows, the NFL draft, and businesses like Uber.Laced with antic
stories of Thaler’s spirited battles with the bastions of traditional economic thinking, Misbehaving
is a singular look into profound human foibles. When economics meets psychology, the
implications for individuals, managers, and policy makers are both profound and
entertaining.Shortlisted for the Financial Times & McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award
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VILFREDO PARETO, 1906PREFACEBefore we get started, here are two stories about my
friends and mentors, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman. The stories provide some hints
about what to expect in this book.Striving to please AmosEven for those of us who can’t
remember where we last put our keys, life offers indelible moments. Some are public events. If
you are as old as I am, one may be the day John F. Kennedy was assassinated (freshman in
college, playing pickup basketball in the college gym). For anyone old enough to be reading this
book, September 11, 2001, is another (just getting up, listening to NPR, trying to make sense of
it).Other events are personal: from weddings to a hole in one. For me one such event was a
phone call from Danny Kahneman. Although we speak often, and there are hundreds of calls
that have left no trace, for this one I know precisely where I was standing. It was early 1996 and
Danny had called to share the news that his friend and collaborator Amos Tversky was ill with
terminal cancer and had about six months to live. I was so discombobulated that I had to hand
the phone to my wife while I recovered my composure. The news that any good friend is dying is
shocking, but Amos Tversky was just not the sort of person who dies at age fifty-nine. Amos,
whose papers and talks were precise and perfect, and on whose desk sat only a pad and pencil,
lined up in parallel, did not just die.Amos kept the news quiet until he was no longer able to go
into the office. Prior to that, only a small group knew, including two of my close friends. We were
not allowed to share our knowledge with anyone except our spouses, so we took turns consoling
one another for the five months that we kept this awful news to ourselves.Amos did not want his
health status to be public because he did not want to devote his last months to playing the part
of a dying man. There was work to do. He and Danny decided to edit a book: a collection of



papers by themselves and others in the field of psychology that they had pioneered, the study of
judgment and decision-making. They called it Choices, Values, and Frames. Mostly Amos
wanted to do the things he loved: working, spending time with his family, and watching
basketball. During this period Amos did not encourage visitors wishing to express their
condolences, but “working” visits were allowed, so I went to see him about six weeks before he
died, under the thin disguise of finishing a paper we had been working on. We spent some time
on that paper and then watched a National Basketball Association (NBA) playoff game.Amos
was wise in nearly every aspect of his life, and that included dealing with illness.* After
consulting with specialists at Stanford about his prognosis, he decided that ruining his final
months with pointless treatments that would make him very sick and at best extend his life by a
few weeks was not a tempting option. His sharp wit remained. He explained to his oncologist
that cancer is not a zero-sum game. “What is bad for the tumor is not necessarily good for me.”
One day on a phone call I asked him how he was feeling. He said, “You know, it’s funny. When
you have the flu you feel like you are going to die, but when you are dying, most of the time you
feel just fine.”Amos died in June and the funeral was in Palo Alto, California, where he and his
family lived. Amos’s son Oren gave a short speech at the service and quoted from a note that
Amos had written to him days before he died:I feel that in the last few days we have been
exchanging anecdotes and stories with the intention that they will be remembered, at least for a
while. I think there is a long Jewish tradition that history and wisdom are being transmitted from
one generation to another not through lectures and history books, but through anecdotes, funny
stories, and appropriate jokes.After the funeral, the Tverskys hosted a traditional shiv’a
gathering at their home. It was a Sunday afternoon. At some point a few of us drifted into the TV
room to catch the end of an NBA playoff game. We felt a bit sheepish, but then Amos’s son Tal
volunteered: “If Amos were here, he would have voted for taping the funeral and watching the
game.”From the time I first met Amos in 1977, I applied an unofficial test to every paper I wrote.
“Would Amos approve?” My friend Eric Johnson, whom you will meet later on, can attest that
one paper we wrote together took three years to get published after it had been accepted by a
journal. The editor, the referees, and Eric were all happy with the paper, but Amos was hung up
on one point and I wanted to meet his objection. I kept plugging away at that paper, while poor
Eric was coming up for promotion without that paper on his vita. Fortunately Eric had written
plenty of other strong papers, so my stalling did not cost him tenure. In time, Amos was
satisfied.In writing this book I took Amos’s note to Oren seriously. The book is not the sort you
might expect an economics professor to write. It is neither a treatise nor a polemic. Of course
there will be discussions of research, but there will also be anecdotes, (possibly) funny stories,
and even the odd joke.Danny on my best qualitiesOne day in early 2001, I was visiting Danny
Kahneman at his home in Berkeley. We were in his living room schmoozing, as we often do.
Then Danny suddenly remembered he had an appointment for a telephone call with Roger
Lowenstein, a journalist who was writing an article about my work for the New York Times
Magazine. Roger, the author of the well-known book When Genius Failed, among others,



naturally wanted to talk to my old friend Danny. Here was a quandary. Should I leave the room, or
listen in? “Stay,” Danny said, “this could be fun.”The interview started. Hearing a friend tell an old
story about you is not an exciting activity, and hearing someone praise you is always awkward. I
picked up something to read and my attention drifted—until I heard Danny say: “Oh, the best
thing about Thaler, what really makes him special, is that he is lazy.”What? Really? I would never
deny being lazy, but did Danny think that my laziness was my single best quality? I started
waving my hands and shaking my head madly but Danny continued, extolling the virtues of my
sloth. To this day, Danny insists it was a high compliment. My laziness, he claims, means I only
work on questions that are intriguing enough to overcome this default tendency of avoiding work.
Only Danny could turn my laziness into an asset.But there you have it. Before reading further you
should bear in mind that this book has been written by a certifiably lazy man. The upside is that,
according to Danny, I will only include things that are interesting, at least to
me.*________________* While Amos was alive, a well-known joke among psychologists was
that he made possible a one-item IQ test: the sooner you realized he was smarter than you, the
smarter you were.* If you want to learn more about the field of behavioral economics, keep track
of recent developments and controversies, or make a comment of your own, check out the
Misbehaving blog at misbehavingbook.org. Contributions and suggestions are
welcome.I.BEGINNINGS:1970–781Supposedly Irrelevant FactorsEarly in my teaching career I
managed to inadvertently get most of the students in my microeconomics class mad at me, and
for once, it had nothing to do with anything I said in class. The problem was caused by a midterm
exam.I had composed an exam that was designed to distinguish among three broad groups of
students: the stars who really mastered the material, the middle group who grasped the basic
concepts, and the bottom group who just didn’t get it. To successfully accomplish this task, the
exam had to have some questions that only the top students would get right, which meant that
the exam was hard. The exam succeeded in my goal—there was a wide dispersion of scores—
but when the students got their results they were in an uproar. Their principal complaint was that
the average score was only 72 points out of a possible 100.What was odd about this reaction
was that the average numerical score on the exam had absolutely no effect on the distribution of
grades. The norm at the school was to use a grading curve in which the average grade was a B
or B+, and only a tiny number of students received grades below a C. I had anticipated the
possibility that a low average numerical score might cause some confusion on this front, so I had
reported how the numerical scores would be translated into actual grades in the class. Anything
over 80 would get an A or A–, scores above 65 would get some kind of B, and only scores below
50 were in danger of getting a grade below C. The resulting distribution of grades was not
different from normal, but this announcement had no apparent effect on the students’ mood.
They still hated my exam, and they were none too happy with me either. As a young professor
worried about keeping my job, I was determined to do something about this, but I did not want to
make my exams any easier. What to do?Finally, an idea occurred to me. On the next exam, I
made the total number of points available 137 instead of 100. This exam turned out to be slightly



harder than the first, with students getting only 70% of the answers right, but the average
numerical score was a cheery 96 points. The students were delighted! No one’s actual grade
was affected by this change, but everyone was happy. From that point on, whenever I was
teaching this course, I always gave exams a point total of 137, a number I chose for two reasons.
First, it produced an average score well into the 90s, with some students even getting scores
above 100, generating a reaction approaching ecstasy. Second, because dividing one’s score
by 137 was not easy to do in one’s head, most students did not seem to bother to convert their
scores into percentages. Lest you think I was somehow deceiving the students, in subsequent
years I included this statement, printed in bold type, in my course syllabus: “Exams will have a
total of 137 points rather than the usual 100. This scoring system has no effect on the grade you
get in the course, but it seems to make you happier.” And indeed, after I made that change, I
never got a complaint that my exams were too hard.In the eyes of an economist, my students
were “misbehaving.” By that I mean that their behavior was inconsistent with the idealized model
of behavior that is at the heart of what we call economic theory. To an economist, no one should
be happier about a score of 96 out of 137 (70%) than 72 out of 100, but my students were. And
by realizing this, I was able to set the kind of exam I wanted but still keep the students from
grumbling.For four decades, since my time as a graduate student, I have been preoccupied by
these kinds of stories about the myriad ways in which people depart from the fictional creatures
that populate economic models. It has never been my point to say that there is something wrong
with people; we are all just human beings—homo sapiens. Rather, the problem is with the model
being used by economists, a model that replaces homo sapiens with a fictional creature called
homo economicus, which I like to call an Econ for short. Compared to this fictional world of
Econs, Humans do a lot of misbehaving, and that means that economic models make a lot of
bad predictions, predictions that can have much more serious consequences than upsetting a
group of students. Virtually no economists saw the financial crisis of 2007–08 coming,* and
worse, many thought that both the crash and its aftermath were things that simply could not
happen.Ironically, the existence of formal models based on this misconception of human
behavior is what gives economics its reputation as the most powerful of the social sciences—
powerful in two distinct ways. The first way is indisputable: of all the social scientists, economists
carry the most sway when it comes to influencing public policy. In fact, they hold a virtual
monopoly on giving policy advice. Until very recently, other social scientists were rarely invited to
the table, and when they were invited, they were relegated to the equivalent of the kids’ table at
a family gathering.The other way is that economics is also considered the most powerful of the
social sciences in an intellectual sense. That power derives from the fact that economics has a
unified, core theory from which nearly everything else follows. If you say the phrase “economic
theory,” people know what you mean. No other social science has a similar foundation. Rather,
theories in other social sciences tend to be for special purposes—to explain what happens in a
particular set of circumstances. In fact, economists often compare their field to physics; like
physics, economics builds from a few core premises.The core premise of economic theory is



that people choose by optimizing. Of all the goods and services a family could buy, the family
chooses the best one that it can afford. Furthermore, the beliefs upon which Econs make
choices are assumed to be unbiased. That is, we choose on the basis of what economists call
“rational expectations.” If people starting new businesses on average believe that their chance of
succeeding is 75%, then that should be a good estimate of the actual number that do succeed.
Econs are not overconfident.This premise of constrained optimization, that is, choosing the best
from a limited budget, is combined with the other major workhorse of economic theory, that of
equilibrium. In competitive markets where prices are free to move up and down, those prices
fluctuate in such a way that supply equals demand. To simplify somewhat, we can say that
Optimization + Equilibrium = Economics. This is a powerful combination, nothing that other
social sciences can match.There is, however, a problem: the premises on which economic
theory rests are flawed. First, the optimization problems that ordinary people confront are often
too hard for them to solve, or even come close to solving. Even a trip to a decent-sized grocery
store offers a shopper millions of combinations of items that are within the family’s budget. Does
the family really choose the best one? And, of course, we face many much harder problems than
a trip to the store, such as choosing a career, mortgage, or spouse. Given the failure rates we
observe in all of these domains, it would be hard to defend the view that all such choices are
optimal.Second, the beliefs upon which people make their choices are not unbiased.
Overconfidence may not be in the economists’ dictionary, but it is a well-established feature of
human nature, and there are countless other biases that have been documented by
psychologists.Third, there are many factors that the optimization model leaves out, as my story
about the 137-point exam illustrates. In a world of Econs, there is a long list of things that are
supposedly irrelevant. No Econ would buy a particularly large portion of whatever will be served
for dinner on Tuesday because he happens to be hungry when shopping on Sunday. Your
hunger on Sunday should be irrelevant in choosing the size of your meal for Tuesday. An Econ
would not finish that huge meal on Tuesday, even though he is no longer hungry, just because he
had paid for it and hates waste. To an Econ, the price paid for some food item in the past is not
relevant in making the decision about how much of it to eat now. An Econ would also not expect
a gift on the day of the year in which she happened to get married, or be born. What possible
difference can a date make? In fact, Econs would be perplexed by the entire idea of gifts. An
Econ would know that cash is the best possible gift; it allows the recipient to buy whatever is
optimal. But unless you are married to an economist, I don’t advise giving cash on your next
anniversary. Come to think of it, even if your spouse is an economist, this is probably not a great
idea.You know, and I know, that we do not live in a world of Econs. We live in a world of Humans.
And since most economists are also human, they also know that they do not live in a world of
Econs. Adam Smith, the father of modern economic thinking, explicitly acknowledged this fact.
Before writing his magnum opus, The Wealth of Nations, he wrote another book devoted to the
topic of human “passions,” a word that does not appear in any economics textbook. Econs do
not have passions; they are cold-blooded optimizers. Think of Mr. Spock in Star



Trek.Nevertheless, this model of economic behavior based on a population consisting only of
Econs has flourished, raising economics to that pinnacle of influence on which it now rests.
Critiques over the years have been brushed aside with a gauntlet of poor excuses and
implausible alternative explanations of embarrassing empirical evidence. But one by one these
critiques have been answered by a series of studies that have progressively raised the stakes. It
is easy to dismiss a story about the grading of an exam. It is harder to dismiss studies that
document poor choices in large-stakes domains such as saving for retirement, choosing a
mortgage, or investing in the stock market. And it is impossible to dismiss the series of booms,
bubbles, and crashes we have observed in financial markets beginning on October 19, 1987, a
day when stock prices fell more than 20% all around the world in the absence of any substantive
bad news. This was followed by a bubble and crash in technology stocks that quickly turned into
a bubble in housing prices, which in turn, when popped, caused a global financial crisis.It is time
to stop making excuses. We need an enriched approach to doing economic research, one that
acknowledges the existence and relevance of Humans. The good news is that we do not need to
throw away everything we know about how economies and markets work. Theories based on the
assumption that everyone is an Econ should not be discarded. They remain useful as starting
points for more realistic models. And in some special circumstances, such as when the
problems people have to solve are easy or when the actors in the economy have the relevant
highly specialized skills, then models of Econs may provide a good approximation of what
happens in the real world. But as we will see, those situations are the exception rather than the
rule.Moreover, much of what economists do is to collect and analyze data about how markets
work, work that is largely done with great care and statistical expertise, and importantly, most of
this research does not depend on the assumption that people optimize. Two research tools that
have emerged over the past twenty-five years have greatly expanded economists’ repertoire for
learning about the world. The first is the use of randomized control trial experiments, long used
in other scientific fields such as medicine. The typical study investigates what happens when
some people receive some “treatment” of interest. The second approach is to use either
naturally occurring experiments (such as when some people are enrolled in a program and
others are not) or clever econometrics techniques that manage to detect the impact of
treatments even though no one deliberately designed the situation for that purpose. These new
tools have spawned studies on a wide variety of important questions for society. The treatments
studied have included getting more education, being taught in a smaller class or by a better
teacher, being given management consulting services, being given help to find a job, being
sentenced to jail, moving to a lower-poverty neighborhood, receiving health insurance from
Medicaid, and so forth. These studies show that one can learn a lot about the world without
imposing optimizing models, and in some cases provide credible evidence against which to test
such models and see if they match actual human responses.For much of economic theory, the
assumption that all the agents are optimizing is not a critical one, even if the people under study
are not experts. For example, the prediction that farmers use more fertilizer if the price falls is



safe enough, even if many farmers are slow to change their practices in response to market
conditions. The prediction is safe because it is imprecise: all that is predicted is the direction of
the effect. This is equivalent to a prediction that when apples fall off the tree, they fall down rather
than up. The prediction is right as far as it goes, but it is not exactly the law of gravity.Economists
get in trouble when they make a highly specific prediction that depends explicitly on everyone
being economically sophisticated. Let’s go back to the farming example. Say scientists learn that
farmers would be better off using more or less fertilizer than has been the tradition. If everyone
can be assumed to get things right as long as they have the proper information, then there is no
appropriate policy prescription other than making this information freely available. Publish the
findings, make them readily available to farmers, and let the magic of markets take care of the
rest.Unless all farmers are Econs, this is bad advice. Perhaps multinational food companies will
be quick to adopt the latest research findings, but what about the behavior of peasant farmers in
India or Africa?Similarly, if you believe that everyone will save just the right amount for
retirement, as any Econ would do, and you conclude from this analysis that there is no reason to
try to help people save (say, by creating pension plans), then you are passing up the chance to
make a lot of people better off. And, if you believe that financial bubbles are theoretically
impossible, and you are a central banker, then you can make serious mistakes—as Alan
Greenspan, to his credit, has admitted happened to him.We don’t have to stop inventing
abstract models that describe the behavior of imaginary Econs. We do, however, have to stop
assuming that those models are accurate descriptions of behavior, and stop basing policy
decisions on such flawed analyses. And we have to start paying attention to those supposedly
irrelevant factors, what I will call SIFs for short.It is difficult to change people’s minds about what
they eat for breakfast, let alone problems that they have worked on all their lives. For years, many
economists strongly resisted the call to base their models on more accurate characterizations of
human behavior. But thanks to an influx of creative young economists who have been willing to
take some risks and break with the traditional ways of doing economics, the dream of an
enriched version of economic theory is being realized. The field has become known as
“behavioral economics.” It is not a different discipline: it is still economics, but it is economics
done with strong injections of good psychology and other social sciences.The primary reason
for adding Humans to economic theories is to improve the accuracy of the predictions made with
those theories. But there is another benefit that comes with including real people in the mix.
Behavioral economics is more interesting and more fun than regular economics. It is the un-
dismal science.Behavioral economics is now a growing branch of economics, and its
practitioners can be found in most of the best universities around the world. And recently,
behavioral economists and behavioral scientists more generally are becoming a small part of the
policy-making establishment. In 2010 the government of the United Kingdom formed a
Behavioural Insights Team, and now other countries around the world are joining the movement
to create special teams with the mandate to incorporate the findings of other social sciences into
the formulation of public policy. Businesses are catching on as well, realizing that a deeper



understanding of human behavior is every bit as important to running a successful business as
is an understanding of financial statements and operations management. After all, Humans run
companies, and their employees and customers are also Humans.This book is the story of how
this happened, at least as I have seen it. Although I did not do all the research—as you know, I
am too lazy for that—I was around at the beginning and have been part of the movement that
created this field. Following Amos’s dictum, there will be many stories to come, but my main
goals are tell the tale of how it all happened, and to explain some of the things we learned along
the way. Not surprisingly, there have been numerous squabbles with traditionalists who
defended the usual way of doing economics. Those squabbles were not always fun at the time,
but like a bad travel experience, they make for good stories after the fact, and the necessity of
fighting those battles has made the field stronger.Like any story, this one does not follow a
straight-line progression with one idea leading naturally to another. Many ideas were percolating
at different times and at different speeds. As a result, the organizational structure of the book is
both chronological and topical. Here is a brief preview. We start at the beginning, back when I
was a graduate student and was collecting a list of examples of odd behaviors that did not seem
to fit the models I was learning in class. The first section of the book is devoted to those early
years in the wilderness, and describes some of the challenges that were thrown down by the
many who questioned the value of this enterprise. We then turn to a series of topics that
occupied most of my attention for the first fifteen years of my research career: mental
accounting, self-control, fairness, and finance. My objective is to explain what my colleagues
and I learned along the way, so that you can use those insights yourself to improve your
understanding of your fellow Humans. But there may also be useful lessons about how to try to
change the way people think about things, especially when they have a lot invested in
maintaining the status quo. Later, we turn to more recent research endeavors, from the behavior
of New York City taxi drivers, to the drafting of players into the National Football League, to the
behavior of participants on high-stakes game shows. At the end we arrive in London, at Number
10 Downing Street, where a new set of exciting challenges and opportunities is emerging.My
only advice for reading the book is stop reading when it is no longer fun. To do otherwise, well,
that would be just misbehaving.________________* One economist who did warn us about
the alarming rate of increase in housing prices was my fellow behavioral economist Robert
Shiller.2The Endowment EffectI began to have deviant thoughts about economic theory while I
was a graduate student in the economics department at the University of Rochester, located in
upstate New York. Although I had misgivings about some of the material presented in my
classes, I was never quite sure whether the problem was in the theory or in my flawed
understanding of the subject matter. I was hardly a star student. In that New York Times
Magazine article by Roger Lowenstein that I mentioned in the preface, my thesis advisor,
Sherwin Rosen, gave the following as an assessment of my career as a graduate student: “We
did not expect much of him.”My thesis was on a provocative-sounding topic, “The Value of a
Life,” but the approach was completely standard. Conceptually, the proper way to think about this



question was captured by economist Thomas Schelling in his wonderful essay “The Life You
Save May Be Your Own.” Many times over the years my interests would intersect with
Schelling’s, an early supporter and contributor to what we now call behavioral economics. Here
is a famous passage from his essay:Let a six-year-old girl with brown hair need thousands of
dollars for an operation that will prolong her life until Christmas, and the post office will be
swamped with nickels and dimes to save her. But let it be reported that without sales tax the
hospital facilities of Massachusetts will deteriorate and cause a barely perceptible increase in
preventable deaths—not many will drop a tear or reach for their checkbooks.Schelling writes the
way he speaks: with a wry smile and an impish twinkle in his eye. He wants to make you a bit
uncomfortable.* Here, the story of the sick girl is a vivid way of capturing the major contribution
of the article. The hospitals stand in for the concept Schelling calls a “statistical life,” as opposed
to the girl, who represents an “identified life.” We occasionally run into examples of identified
lives at risk in the real world, such as the thrilling rescue of trapped miners. As Schelling notes,
we rarely allow any identified life to be extinguished solely for the lack of money. But of course
thousands of “unidentified” people die every day for lack of simple things like mosquito nets,
vaccines, or clean water.Unlike the sick girl, the typical domestic public policy decision is
abstract. It lacks emotional impact. Suppose we are building a new highway, and safety
engineers tell us that making the median divider three feet wider will cost $42 million and
prevent 1.4 fatal accidents per year for thirty years. Should we do it? Of course, we do not know
the identity of those victims. They are “merely” statistical lives. But to decide how wide to make
that median strip we need a value to assign to those lives prolonged, or, more vividly, “saved” by
the expenditure. And in a world of Econs, society would not pay more to save one identified life
than twenty statistical lives.As Schelling noted, the right question asks how much the users of
that highway (and perhaps their friends and family members) would be willing to pay to make
each trip they take a tiny bit safer. Schelling had specified the correct question, but no one had
yet come up with a way to answer it. To crack the problem you needed some situation in which
people make choices that involve a trade-off between money and risk of death. From there you
can infer their willingness to pay for safety. But where to observe such choices?Economist
Richard Zeckhauser, a student of Schelling’s, noted that Russian roulette offers a way to think
about the problem. Here is an adaptation of his example. Suppose Aidan is required to play one
game of machine-gun Russian roulette using a gun with many chambers, say 1,000, of which
four have been picked at random to have bullets. Aidan has to pull the trigger once. (Mercifully,
the gun is set on single shot.) How much would Aidan be willing to pay to remove one bullet?†
Although Zeckhauser’s Russian roulette formulation poses the problem in an elegant way, it
does not help us come up with any numbers. Running experiments in which subjects point
loaded guns at their heads is not a practical method for obtaining data.While pondering these
issues I had an idea. Suppose I could get data on the death rates of various occupations,
including dangerous ones like mining, logging, and skyscraper window-washing, and safer ones
like farming, shopkeeping, and low-rise window-washing. In a world of Econs, the riskier jobs



would have to pay more, otherwise no one would do them. In fact, the extra wages paid for a
risky job would have to compensate the workers for taking on the risks involved (as well as any
other attributes of the job). So if I could also get data on the wages for each occupation, I could
estimate the number implied by Schelling’s analysis, without asking anyone to play Russian
roulette. I searched but could not find any source of occupational mortality rates.My father, Alan,
came to the rescue. Alan was an actuary, one of those mathematical types who figure how to
manage risks for insurance companies. I asked him if he might be able to lay his hands on data
on occupational mortality. I soon received a thin, red, hardbound copy of a book published by
the Society of Actuaries that listed the very data I needed. By matching occupational mortality
rates to readily available data on wages by occupation, I could estimate how much people had
to be paid to be willing to accept a higher risk of dying on the job.Getting the idea and the data
were a good start, but doing the statistical exercise correctly was key. I needed to find an advisor
in the economics department whom I could interest in supervising my thesis. The obvious choice
was the up-and-coming labor economist mentioned earlier, Sherwin Rosen. We had not worked
together before, but my thesis topic was related to some theoretical work he was doing, so he
agreed to become my advisor.We went on to coauthor a paper based on my thesis entitled,
naturally, “The Value of Saving a Life.” Updated versions of the number we estimated back then
are still used in government cost-benefit analyses. The current estimate is roughly $7 million per
life saved.While at work on my thesis, I thought it might be interesting to ask people some
hypothetical questions as another way to elicit their preferences regarding trade-offs between
money and the risk of dying. To write these questions, I first had to decide which of two ways to
ask the question: either in terms of “willingness to pay” or “willingness to accept.” The first asks
how much you would pay to reduce your probability of dying next year by some amount, say by
one chance in a thousand. The second asks how much cash you would demand to increase the
risk of dying by the same amount. To put these numbers in some context, a fifty-year-old
resident of the United States faces a roughly 4-in-1,000 risk of dying each year.Here is a typical
question I posed in a classroom setting. Students answered both versions of the question.A.
Suppose by attending this lecture you have exposed yourself to a rare fatal disease. If you
contract the disease you will die a quick and painless death sometime next week. The chance
you will get the disease is 1 in 1,000. We have a single dose of an antidote for this disease that
we will sell to the highest bidder. If you take this antidote the risk of dying from the disease goes
to zero. What is the most you would be willing to pay for this antidote? (If you are short on cash
we will lend you the money to pay for the antidote at a zero rate of interest with thirty years to pay
it back.)B. Researchers at the university hospital are doing some research on that same rare
disease. They need volunteers who would be willing to simply walk into a room for five minutes
and expose themselves to the same 1 in 1,000 risk of getting the disease and dying a quick and
painless death in the next week. No antidote will be available. What is the least amount of money
you would demand to participate in this research study?Economic theory has a strong prediction
about how people should answer the two different versions of these questions. The answers



should be nearly equal. For a fifty-year-old answering the questions, the trade-off between
money and risk of death should not be very different when moving from a risk of 5 in 1,000 (.005)
to .004 (as in the first version of the question) than in moving from a risk of .004 to .005 (as in the
second version). Answers varied widely among respondents, but one clear pattern emerged: the
answers to the two questions were not even close to being the same. Typical answers ran along
these lines: I would not pay more than $2,000 in version A but would not accept less than
$500,000 in version B. In fact, in version B many respondents claimed that they would not
participate in the study at any price.Economic theory is not alone in saying the answers should
be identical. Logical consistency demands it. Again consider a fifty-year-old who, before he ran
into me, was facing a .004 chance of dying in the next year. Suppose he gives the answers from
the previous paragraph: $2,000 for scenario A and $500,000 for scenario B. The first answer
implies that the increase from .004 to .005 only makes him worse off by at most $2,000, since he
would be unwilling to pay more to avoid the extra risk. But, his second answer said that he would
not accept the same increase in risk for less than $500,000. Clearly, the difference between a
risk of .004 and .005 cannot be at most $2,000 and at least $500,000!This truth is not apparent
to everyone. In fact, even when explained, many people resist, as you may be doing right now.
But the logic is inescapable.‡ To an economist, these findings were somewhere between
puzzling and preposterous. I showed them to Sherwin and he told me to stop wasting my time
and get back to work on my thesis. But I was hooked. What was going on here? Sure, the putting-
your-life-at-risk scenario is unusual, but once I began to look for examples, I found them
everywhere.One case came from Richard Rosett, the chairman of the economics department
and a longtime wine collector. He told me that he had bottles in his cellar that he had purchased
long ago for $10 that were now worth over $100. In fact, a local wine merchant named Woody
was willing to buy some of Rosett’s older bottles at current prices. Rosett said he occasionally
drank one of those bottles on a special occasion, but would never dream of paying $100 to
acquire one. He also did not sell any of his bottles to Woody. This is illogical. If he is willing to
drink a bottle that he could sell for $100, then drinking it has to be worth more than $100. But
then, why wouldn’t he also be willing to buy such a bottle? In fact, why did he refuse to buy any
bottle that cost anything close to $100? As an economist, Rosett knew such behavior was not
rational, but he couldn’t help himself.§These examples all involve what economists call
“opportunity costs.” The opportunity cost of some activity is what you give up by doing it. If I go
for a hike today instead of staying home to watch football, then the opportunity cost of going on
the hike is the forgone pleasure of watching the game. For the $100 bottle of wine, the
opportunity cost of drinking the bottle is what Woody was willing to pay Rosett for it. Whether
Rosett drank his own bottle or bought one, the opportunity cost of drinking it remains the same.
But as Rosett’s behavior illustrated, even economists have trouble equating opportunity costs
with out-of-pocket costs. Giving up the opportunity to sell something does not hurt as much as
taking the money out of your wallet to pay for it. Opportunity costs are vague and abstract when
compared to handing over actual cash.My friend Tom Russell suggested another interesting



case. At the time, credit cards were beginning to come into widespread use, and credit card
issuers were in a legal battle with retailers over whether merchants could charge different prices
to cash and credit card customers. Since credit cards charge the retailer for collecting the
money, some merchants, particularly gas stations, wanted to charge credit card users a higher
price. Of course, the credit card industry hated this practice; they wanted consumers to view the
use of the card as free. As the case wound its way through the regulatory process, the credit
card lobby hedged its bets and shifted focus to form over substance. They insisted that if a store
did charge different prices to cash and credit card customers, the “regular price” would be the
higher credit card price, with cash customers offered a “discount.” The alternative would have set
the cash price as the regular price with credit card customers required to pay a “surcharge.”To
an Econ these two policies are identical. If the credit card price is $1.03 and the cash price is $1,
it should not matter whether you call the three-cent difference a discount or a surcharge.
Nevertheless, the credit card industry rightly had a strong preference for the discount. Many
years later Kahneman and Tversky would call this distinction “framing,” but marketers already
had a gut instinct that framing mattered. Paying a surcharge is out-of-pocket, whereas not
receiving a discount is a “mere” opportunity cost.I called this phenomenon the “endowment
effect” because, in economists’ lingo, the stuff you own is part of your endowment, and I had
stumbled upon a finding that suggested people valued things that were already part of their
endowment more highly than things that could be part of their endowment, that were available
but not yet owned.The endowment effect has a pronounced influence on behavior for those
considering attending special concerts and sporting events. Often the retail price for a given
ticket is well below the market price. Someone lucky enough to have grabbed a ticket, either by
waiting in line or by being quickest to click on a website, now has a decision to make: go to the
event or sell the ticket? In many parts of the world there is now a simple, legal market for tickets
on websites such as Stubhub.com, such that ticket-holders no longer have to stand outside a
venue and hawk the tickets in order to realize the windfall gain they received when they bought a
highly valued item.Few people other than economists think about this decision correctly. A nice
illustration of this involves economist Dean Karlan, now of Yale University. Dean’s time in Chicago
—he was an MBA student then—coincided with Michael Jordan’s reign as the king of
professional basketball. Jordan’s Chicago Bulls won six championships while he was on the
team. The year in question, the Bulls were playing the Washington Bullets in the first round of the
playoffs. Although the Bulls were heavily favored to win, tickets were in high demand in part
because fans knew seats would be even more expensive later in the playoffs.Dean had a
college buddy who worked for the Bullets and gave Dean two tickets. Dean also had a friend, a
graduate student in divinity school, who shared the same Bullets connection and had also
received a pair of free tickets. Both of them faced the usual financial struggles associated with
being a graduate student, although Dean had better long-term financial prospects: MBAs tend to
make more money than graduates of divinity school.¶Both Dean and his friend found the
decision of whether to sell or attend the game to be an easy one. The divinity school student



invited someone to go to the game with him and enjoyed himself. Dean, meanwhile, got busy
scoping out which basketball-loving professors also had lucrative consulting practices. He sold
his tickets for several hundred dollars each. Both Dean and his friend thought the other’s
behavior was nuts. Dean did not understand how his friend could possibly think he could afford
to go to the game. His friend could not understand why Dean didn’t realize the tickets were
free.That is the endowment effect. I knew it was real, but I had no idea what to do with
it.________________* Typical Schelling thought experiment: suppose there was some medical
procedure that will provide some modest health benefit but is extremely painful. However, the
procedure is administered with a drug that does not prevent the pain but instead erases all
memory of the event. Would you be willing to undertake this procedure?† The question that
Zeckhauser was interested in is: how does Aidan’s willingness to pay depend on the number of
bullets in the gun? If all the chambers are full, Aidan should pay all he has (and can borrow) to
remove even one bullet. But what if there are only two bullets loaded? What will he pay to
remove one of them? And would it be more or less than what he would pay to remove the last
bullet?‡ Technically, the answers can differ by what economists call an income or wealth effect.
You are worse off in version A than version B because if you do nothing in version B you do not
get exposed to the disease. But this effect cannot explain differences of the magnitudes that I
observed, and other surveys in which I would hypothetically tell people in version A that they had
been given (say) $50,000 did not eliminate the disparity.§ Rosett did not seem much troubled
by this behavior. I subsequently published an article that included this anecdote, with Rosett
described as Mr. R. I sent Rosett a copy of the article when it came out and received a two-word
reply: “Ah fame!”¶ Of course, the divinity school students might make up for this disparity in the
very, very long run.3The ListThe discrepancy between buying and selling prices got my mind
wandering. What else do people do that is inconsistent with the economists’ model of rational
choice? Once I started paying attention, so many examples cropped up that I started a list on
the blackboard in my office. Here are a few that describe the behavior of some of my
friends:• Jeffrey and I somehow get two free tickets to a professional basketball game in Buffalo,
normally an hour and a half drive from where we live in Rochester. The day of the game there is
a big snowstorm. We decide not to go, but Jeffrey remarks that, had we bought the (expensive)
tickets, we would have braved the blizzard and attempted to drive to the game.• Stanley mows
his lawn every weekend and it gives him terrible hay fever. I ask Stan why he doesn’t hire a kid to
mow his lawn. Stan says he doesn’t want to pay the $10. I ask Stan whether he would mow his
neighbor’s lawn for $20 and Stan says no, of course not.• Linnea is shopping for a clock radio.
She finds a model she likes at what her research has suggested is a good price, $45. As she is
about to buy it, the clerk at the store mentions that the same radio is on sale for $35 at new
branch of the store, ten minutes away, that is holding a grand opening sale. Does she drive to the
other store to make the purchase?On a separate shopping trip, Linnea is shopping for a
television set and finds one at the good price of $495. Again the clerk informs her that the same
model is on sale at another store ten minutes away for $485. Same question . . . but likely



different answer.• Lee’s wife gives him an expensive cashmere sweater for Christmas. He had
seen the sweater in the store and decided that it was too big of an indulgence to feel good about
buying it. He is nevertheless delighted with the gift. Lee and his wife pool all their financial
assets; neither has any separate source of money.• Some friends come over for dinner. We are
having drinks and waiting for something roasting in the oven to be finished so we can sit down to
eat. I bring out a large bowl of cashew nuts for us to nibble on. We eat half the bowl in five
minutes, and our appetite is in danger. I remove the bowl and hide it in the kitchen. Everyone is
happy.Each example illustrates a behavior that is inconsistent with economic theory. Jeffrey is
ignoring the economists’ dictum to “ignore sunk costs,” meaning money that has already been
spent. The price we paid for the tickets should not affect our choice about whether to go to the
game. Stanley is violating the precept that buying and selling prices should be about the same. If
Linnea spends ten minutes to save $10 on a small purchase but not a large one, she is not
valuing time consistently. Lee feels better about spending family resources on an expensive
sweater if his wife made the decision, though the sweater was no cheaper. And removing the
cashews takes away the option to eat some more; to Econs, more choices are always preferred
to fewer.I spent a fair amount of time staring at the List and adding new items, but I did not know
what to do with it. “Dumb stuff people do” is not a satisfactory title for an academic paper. Then I
caught a break. In the summer of 1976 Sherwin and I went to a conference near Monterey,
California. We were there to talk about the value of a life. What made the conference special for
me were two psychologists who attended: Baruch Fischhoff and Paul Slovic. They both studied
how people make decisions. It was like discovering a new species. I had never met anyone in
academia with their backgrounds.I ended up giving Fischhoff a ride to the airport. As we drove,
Fisch-hoff told me he had completed a PhD in psychology at the Hebrew University in Israel.
There he had worked with two guys whose names I had never heard: Daniel Kahneman and
Amos Tversky. Baruch told me about his now-famous thesis on “hindsight bias.” The finding is
that, after the fact, we think that we always knew the outcome was likely, if not a foregone
conclusion. After the virtually unknown African American senator Barack Obama defeated the
heavily favored Hillary Clinton for the Democratic Party presidential nomination, many people
thought they had seen it coming. They hadn’t. They were just misremembering.I found the
concept of hindsight bias fascinating, and incredibly important to management. One of the
toughest problems a CEO faces is convincing managers that they should take on risky projects if
the expected gains are high enough. Their managers worry, for good reason, that if the project
works out badly, the manager who championed the project will be blamed whether or not the
decision was a good one at the time. Hindsight bias greatly exacerbates this problem, because
the CEO will wrongly think that whatever was the cause of the failure, it should have been
anticipated in advance. And, with the benefit of hindsight, he always knew this project was a
poor risk. What makes the bias particularly pernicious is that we all recognize this bias in others
but not in ourselves.Baruch suggested that I might enjoy reading some of the work of his
advisors. The next day, when I was back in my office in Rochester, I headed over to the library.



Having spent all my time in the economics section, I found myself in a new part of the library. I
started with the duo’s summary paper published in Science: “Judgment Under Uncertainty:
Heuristics and Biases.” At the time I was not sure what a heuristic was, but it turns out to be a
fancy word for a rule of thumb. As I read, my heart started pounding the way it might during the
final minutes of a close game. The paper took me thirty minutes to read from start to finish, but
my life had changed forever.The thesis of the paper was simple and elegant. Humans have
limited time and brainpower. As a result, they use simple rules of thumb—heuristics—to help
them make judgments. An example would be “availability.” Suppose I ask you if Dhruv is a
common name. If you are from most countries in the world you would likely say no, but it
happens to be a very common name in India, a country with a lot of people, so on a global scale
it is in fact a rather common name. In guessing how frequent something is, we tend to ask
ourselves how often we can think of instances of that type. It’s a fine rule of thumb, and in the
community in which you live, the ease with which you can recall meeting people with a given
name will offer a good clue as to its actual frequency. But the rule will fail in cases in which the
number of instances of some event is not highly correlated with the ease with which you can
summon up examples (such as the name Dhruv). This is an illustration of the big idea of this
article, one that made my hands shake as I read: using these heuristics causes people to make
predictable errors. Thus the title of the paper: heuristics and biases. The concept of predictable
biases offered a framework for my heretofore helter-skelter set of ideas.A forerunner of
Kahneman and Tversky was Herbert Simon, a polymath academic who spent most of his career
at Carnegie Mellon University. Simon was well known in nearly every field of social science,
including economics, political science, artificial intelligence, and organizational theory, but most
germane to this book, he wrote about what he called “bounded rationality” well before
Kahneman and Tversky came along. In saying that people have bounded rationality, Simon
meant that they lack the cognitive ability to solve complex problems, which is obviously true. Yet,
although he received a Nobel Prize in economics, unfortunately I think it is fair to say that he had
little impact on the economics profession.* I believe many economists ignored Simon because it
was too easy to brush aside bounded rationality as a “true but unimportant” concept. Economists
were fine with the idea that their models were imprecise and that the predictions of those models
would contain error. In the statistical models used by economists, this is handled simply by
adding what is called an “error” term to the equation. Suppose you try to predict the height that a
child will reach at adulthood using the height of both parents as predictors. This model will do a
decent job since tall parents tend to have tall children, but the model will not be perfectly
accurate, which is what the error term is meant to capture. And as long as the errors are random
—that is, the model’s predictions are too high or too low with equal frequency—then all is well.
The errors cancel each other out. This was economists’ reasoning to justify why the errors
produced by bounded rationality could safely be ignored. Back to the fully rational model!
Kahneman and Tversky were waving a big red flag that said these errors were not random. Ask
people whether there are more gun deaths caused by homicide or suicide in the U.S., and most



will guess homicide, but in fact there are almost twice as many gun deaths by suicide than
homicides.† This is a predictable error. Even across many people, the errors will not average out
to zero. Although I did not appreciate it fully at the time, Kahneman and Tversky’s insights had
inched me forward so that I was just one step away from doing something serious with my list.
Each of the items on the List was an example of a systematic bias.The items on the List had
another noteworthy feature. In every case, economic theory had a highly specific prediction
about some key factor—such as the presence of the cashews or the amount paid for the
basketball game tickets—that the theory said should not influence decisions. They were all
supposedly irrelevant factors, or SIFs. Much subsequent work in behavioral economics has
been to show which SIFs are in fact highly relevant in predicting behavior, often by taking
advantage of the systematic biases suggested in Tversky and Kahneman’s 1974 paper.‡ By
now it’s a long list, far surpassing what was written on my blackboard all those years ago.I spent
an exciting few hours reading everything Kahneman and Tversky had written together, and left
the library with my head spinning.________________* The economics prize is not one of the
original Nobel Prizes laid out in Alfred Nobel’s will, though it is awarded alongside them. Its full
name is Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel, but here I’ll
just call it the Nobel Prize for short. A list of laureates can be found at http://www.nobelprize.org/
nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/.† In fact, just having a gun in the house increases
the risk that a member of the household will commit suicide.‡ In case you are wondering about
the order of the names in their papers, early on Amos and Danny adopted the highly unusual
strategy of alternating whose name would go first as a subtle way of signaling that they were
equal partners. In economics, alphabetical order is the default option, but in psychology the
order of names usually is meant to indicate relative contributions. Their solution avoided having
to make a decision, paper by paper, about who had contributed more. Such evaluations can be
fraught (see chapter 28).4Value TheoryAfter my day in the library, I called Fischhoff to thank him.
He told me that Kahneman and Tversky were working on a new project about decision-making
that should be right up my alley. Fischhoff thought that Howard Kunreuther, a professor at
Wharton, might have a copy. I called Howard and struck gold. He had the draft and would send
me a copy.The paper, called “Value Theory” at the time, arrived replete with Howard’s comments
scrawled in the margins. It was an early version of the paper that would win Danny a Nobel Prize
in 2002. (Amos would have shared the prize had he been alive.) In time the authors changed the
title to “Prospect Theory.”* This paper was even more germane to the List than the work on
heuristics and biases. Two things grabbed me immediately: an organizing principle and a simple
graph.Two kinds of theoriesThe organizing principle was the existence of two different kinds of
theories: normative and descriptive. Normative theories tell you the right way to think about some
problem. By “right” I do not mean right in some moral sense; instead, I mean logically consistent,
as prescribed by the optimizing model at the heart of economic reasoning, sometimes called
rational choice theory. That is the only way I will use the word “normative” in this book. For
instance, the Pythagorean theorem is a normative theory of how to calculate the length of one



side of a right triangle if you know the length of the other two sides. If you use any other formula
you will be wrong.Here is a test to see if you are a good intuitive Pythagorean thinker. Consider
two pieces of railroad track, each one mile long, laid end to end (see figure 1). The tracks are
nailed down at their end points but simply meet in the middle. Now, suppose it gets hot and the
railroad tracks expand, each by one inch. Since they are attached to the ground at the end
points, the tracks can only expand by rising like a drawbridge. Furthermore, these pieces of track
are so sturdy that they retain their straight, linear shape as they go up. (This is to make the
problem easier, so stop complaining about unrealistic assumptions.) Here is your
problem:Consider just one side of the track. We have a right triangle with a base of one mile, a
hypotenuse of one mile plus one inch. What is the altitude? In other words, by how much does
the track rise above the ground?FIGURE 1If you remember your high school geometry, have a
calculator with a square root function handy, and know that there are 5,280 feet in a mile and 12
inches in a foot, you can solve this problem. But suppose instead you have to use your intuition.
What is your guess?Most people figure that since the tracks expanded by an inch they should
go up by roughly the same amount, or maybe as much as two or three inches.The actual answer
is 29.7 feet! How did you do?Now suppose we want to develop a theory of how people answer
this question. If we are rational choice theorists, we assume that people will give the right
answer, so we will use the Pythagorean theorem as both our normative and descriptive model
and predict that people will come up with something near 30 feet. For this problem, that is a
terrible prediction. The average answer that people give is about 2 inches.This gets to the heart
of the problem with traditional economics and the conceptual breakthrough offered by prospect
theory. Economic theory at that time, and for most economists today, uses one theory to serve
both normative and descriptive purposes. Consider the economic theory of the firm. This theory,
a simple example of the use of optimization-based models, stipulates that firms will act to
maximize profits (or the value of the firm), and further elaborations on the theory simply spell out
how that should be done. For example, a firm should set prices so that marginal cost equals
marginal revenue. When economists use the term “marginal” it just means incremental, so this
rule implies that the firm will keep producing until the point where the cost of the last item made
is exactly equal to the incremental revenue brought in. Similarly, the theory of human capital
formation, pioneered by the economist Gary Becker, assumes that people choose which kind of
education to obtain, and how much time and money to invest in acquiring these skills, by
correctly forecasting how much money they will make (and how much fun they will have) in their
subsequent careers. There are very few high school and college students whose choices reflect
careful analysis of these factors. Instead, many people study the subject they enjoy most without
thinking through to what kind of life that will create.Prospect theory sought to break from the
traditional idea that a single theory of human behavior can be both normative and descriptive.
Specifically, the paper took on the theory of decision-making under uncertainty. The initial ideas
behind this theory go back to Daniel Bernoulli in 1738. Bernoulli was a student of almost
everything, including mathematics and physics, and his work in this domain was to solve a



puzzle known as the St. Petersburg paradox, a puzzle posed by his cousin Nicolas.† (They
came from a precocious family.) Essentially, Bernoulli invented the idea of risk aversion. He did
so by positing that people’s happiness—or utility, as economists like to call it—increases as they
get wealthier, but at a decreasing rate. This principle is called diminishing sensitivity. As wealth
grows, the impact of a given increment of wealth, say $100,000, falls. To a peasant, a $100,000
windfall would be life-changing. To Bill Gates, it would go undetected. A graph of what this looks
like appears in figure 2.FIGURE 2A utility function of this shape implies risk aversion because
the utility of the first thousand dollars is greater than the utility of the second thousand dollars,
and so forth. This implies that if your wealth is $100,000 and I offer you a choice between an
additional $1,000 for sure or a 50% chance to win $2,000, you will take the sure thing because
you value the second thousand you would win less than the first thousand, so you are not willing
to risk losing that first $1,000 prize in an attempt to get $2,000.The full treatment of the formal
theory of how to make decisions in risky situations—called expected utility theory—was
published in 1944 by the mathematician John von Neumann and the economist Oskar
Morgenstern. John von Neumann, one of the greatest mathematicians of the twentieth century,
was a contemporary of Albert Einstein at the Institute of Advanced Study at Princeton University,
and during World War II he decided to devote himself to practical problems. The result was the
600-plus-page opus The Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, in which the development
of expected utility theory was just a sideline.The way that von Neumann and Morgenstern
created the theory was to begin by writing down a series of axioms of rational choice. They then
derived how someone who wanted to follow these axioms would behave. The axioms are mostly
uncontroversial notions such as transitivity, a technical term that says if you prefer A over B and
B over C then you must prefer A over C. Remarkably, von Neumann and Morgenstern proved
that if you want to satisfy these axioms (and you do), then you must make decisions according to
their theory. The argument is completely convincing. If I had an important decision to make—
whether to refinance my mortgage or invest in a new business—I would aim to make the
decision in accordance with expected utility theory, just as I would use the Pythagorean theorem
to estimate the altitude of our railroad triangle. Expected utility is the right way to make
decisions.With prospect theory, Kahneman and Tversky set out to offer an alternative to
expected utility theory that had no pretense of being a useful guide to rational choice; instead, it
would be a good prediction of the actual choices real people make. It is a theory about the
behavior of Humans.Although this seems like a logical step to take, it is not one that economists
had ever really embraced. Simon had coined the term “bounded rationality,” but had not done
much fleshing out of how boundedly rational people differ from fully rational ones. There were a
few other precedents, but they too had never taken hold. For example, the prominent (and for the
most part, quite traditional) Princeton economist William Baumol had proposed an alternative to
the traditional (normative) theory of the firm (which assumes profit maximization). He postulated
that firms maximize their size, measured for instance by sales revenue, subject to a constraint
that profits have to meet some minimum level. I think sales maximization may be a good



descriptive model of many firms. In fact, it might be smart for a CEO to follow this strategy, since
CEO pay oddly seems to depend as much on a firm’s size as it does on its profits, but if so that
would also constitute a violation of the theory that firms maximize value.The first thing I took from
my early glimpse of prospect theory was a mission statement: Build descriptive economic
models that accurately portray human behavior.A stunning graphThe other major takeaway for
me was a figure depicting the “value function.” This too was a major conceptual change in
economic thinking, and the real engine of the new theory. Ever since Bernoulli, economic
models were based on a simple assumption that people have “diminishing marginal utility of
wealth,” as illustrated in figure 2.This model of the utility of wealth gets the basic psychology of
wealth right. But to create a better descriptive model, Kahneman and Tversky recognized that
we had to change our focus from levels of wealth to changes in wealth. This may sound like a
subtle tweak, but switching the focus to changes as opposed to levels is a radical move. A
picture of their value function is shown further below, in figure 3.Kahneman and Tversky focus
on changes because changes are the way Humans experience life. Suppose you are in an office
building with a well-functioning air circulation system that keeps the environment at what we
typically think of as room temperature. Now you leave your office to attend a meeting in a
conference room. As you enter the room, how will you react to the temperature? If it is the same
as that of your office and the corridor, you won’t give it a second thought. You will only notice if
the room is unusually hot or cold relative to the rest of the building. When we have adapted to
our environment, we tend to ignore it.FIGURE 3The same is true in financial matters. Consider
Jane, who makes $80,000 per year. She gets a $5,000 year-end bonus that she had not
expected. How does Jane process this event? Does she calculate the change in her lifetime
wealth, which is barely noticeable? No, she is more likely to think, “Wow, an extra $5,000!”
People think about life in terms of changes, not levels. They can be changes from the status quo
or changes from what was expected, but whatever form they take, it is changes that make us
happy or miserable. That was a big idea.The figure in the paper so captured my imagination that
I drew a version of it on the blackboard right next to the List. Have another look at it now. There is
an enormous amount of wisdom about human nature captured in that S-shaped curve. The
upper portion, for gains, has the same shape as the usual utility of wealth function, capturing the
idea of diminishing sensitivity. But notice that the loss function captures diminishing sensitivity
also. The difference between losing $10 and $20 feels much bigger than the difference between
losing $1,300 and $1,310. This is different from the standard model, because starting from a
given wealth level in figure 1, losses are captured by moving down the utility of wealth line,
meaning that each loss gets increasingly painful. (If you care less and less about increases in
wealth, then it follows that you care more and more about decreases in wealth.)The fact that we
experience diminishing sensitivity to changes away from the status quo captures another basic
human trait—one of the earliest findings in psychology—known as the Weber–Fechner Law. The
Weber–Fechner Law holds that the just-noticeable difference in any variable is proportional to
the magnitude of that variable. If I gain one ounce, I don’t notice it, but if I am buying fresh herbs,



the difference between 2 ounces and 3 ounces is obvious. Psychologists refer to a just
noticeable difference as a JND. If you want to impress an academic psychologist, add that term
to your cocktail party banter. (“I went for the more expensive sound system in the new car I
bought because the increase in price was not a JND.”)You can test your understanding of the
concept behind the Weber–Fechner Law with this example from National Public Radio’s long-
running show called Car Talk. The show consisted of brothers Tom and Ray Magliozzi—both
MIT graduates—taking calls from people with questions about their cars. Improbably enough, it
was hysterically funny, especially to them. They would laugh endlessly at their own jokes.‡In one
show a caller asked: “Both my headlights went out at the same time. I took the car to the shop
but the mechanic said that all I needed was two new bulbs. How can that be right? Isn’t it too big
of a coincidence that both bulbs blew out at the same time?”Tom answered the question in a
flash. “Ah, the famous Weber–Fechner Law!” It turns out that Tom also did a PhD in psychology
and marketing supervised by Max Bazerman, a leading scholar in judgment and decision-
making research. So, what does the caller’s question have to do with the Weber–Fechner Law,
and how did this insight help Tom solve the problem?The answer is that the two bulbs did not in
fact burn out at the same time. It is easy to drive around with one bulb burned out and not notice,
especially if you live in a well-lit city. Going from two bulbs to one is not always a noticeable
difference. But going from one to zero is definitely noticeable. This phenomenon also explains
the behavior in one of the examples on the List: being more willing to drive ten minutes to save
$10 on a $45 clock radio than on a $495 television set. For the latter purchase, the savings
would not be a JND.The fact that people have diminishing sensitivity to both gains and losses
has another implication. People will be risk-averse for gains, but risk-seeking for losses, as
illustrated by the experiment reported below which was administered to two different groups of
subjects. (Notice that the initial sentence in the two questions differs in a way that makes the two
problems identical if subjects are making decisions based on levels of wealth, as was
traditionally assumed.) The percentage of subjects choosing each option is shown in
brackets.PROBLEM 1. Assume yourself richer by $300 than you are today. You are offered a
choice betweenA. A sure gain of $100, or[72%]B. A 50% chance to gain $200 and a 50%
chance to lose $0.[28%]PROBLEM 2. Assume yourself richer by $500 than you are today. You
are offered a choice betweenA. A sure loss of $100, or[36%]B. A 50% chance to lose $200 and
a 50% chance to lose $0.[64%]The reason why people are risk-seeking for losses is the same
logic that applies to why they are risk-averse for gains. In the case of problem 2, the pain of
losing the second hundred dollars is less than the pain of losing the first hundred, so subjects
are ready to take the risk of losing more in order to have the chance of getting back to no loss at
all. They are especially keen to eliminate a loss altogether because of the third feature captured
in figure 3: loss aversion.Examine the value function in this figure at the origin, where both
curves begin. Notice that the loss function is steeper than the gain function: it decreases more
quickly than the gain function goes up. Roughly speaking, losses hurt about twice as much as
gains make you feel good. This feature of the value function left me flabbergasted. There, in that



picture, was the endowment effect. If I take away Professor Rosett’s bottle of wine, he will feel it
as a loss equivalent to twice the gain he would feel if he acquired a bottle; that is why he would
never buy a bottle worth the same market price as one in his cellar. The fact that a loss hurts
more than an equivalent gain gives pleasure is called loss aversion. It has become the single
most powerful tool in the behavioral economist’s arsenal.So, we experience life in terms of
changes, we feel diminishing sensitivity to both gains and losses, and losses sting more than
equivalently-sized gains feel good. That is a lot of wisdom in one image. Little did I know that I
would be playing around with that graph for the rest of my career.________________* I asked
Danny why they changed the name. His reply: “‘Value theory’ was misleading, and we decided to
have a completely meaningless term, which would become meaningful if by some lucky break
the theory became important. ‘Prospect’ fitted the bill.”† The puzzle is this: Suppose you are
offered a gamble where you keep flipping a coin until it lands heads up. If you get tails on your
first flip you win $2, on your second flip $4, and so forth, with the pot doubling each time. Your
expected winnings are ½ x $2 + ¼ x $4 + 1/8 x $8 . . . The value of this sequence is infinite, so
why won’t people pay a huge amount to play the bet? Bernoulli’s answer was to suppose that
people get diminishing value from increases in their wealth, which yields risk aversion. A simpler
solution is to note that there is only a finite amount of wealth in the world, so you should be
worried about whether the other side can pay up if you win. Just forty tails in a row puts your
prize money at over one trillion dollars. If you think that would break the bank, the bet is worth no
more than $40.‡ Tom Magliozzi passed away in 2014 but the show lives on in reruns, where the
two brothers are still laughing.5California Dreamin’Sherwin Rosen was planning to spend the
summer of 1977 at Stanford and invited me to join him out west to do some more work on the
value of a life. At some point that spring I learned that Kahneman and Tversky were planning to
spend the academic year at Stanford. After all the inspiration their work had provided me, I could
not bear the thought of leaving town just before they arrived in September.Over spring break I
flew to California to investigate housing for the summer, and at the same time try to finagle a way
to stay around Stanford during the fall semester. I hoped I might get to spend some time with the
complete strangers who had become my new idols. I had sent Tversky an early draft of my first
behavioral paper, which at the time carried the title “Consumer Choice: A Theory of Economists’
Behavior,” with the implicit suggestion that only economists behave like Econs. He had sent a
short but friendly reply saying we were clearly thinking along similar lines, but that was it. In the
days before email, it was much more difficult to initiate a long-distance conversation.I spent a
few days begging and pleading around campus for some kind of visiting position, but after two
days I had nothing. I was about to give up when I had a conversation with the storied health
economist Victor Fuchs, who was the director of the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER) office, where Sherwin and I would be working. I gave Victor my best song and dance
about the List, heuristics and biases, prospect theory, and the Israeli gods who were about to
descend on Stanford. Victor either got intrigued or just took pity on me and offered to put me on
his grant for the fall semester. After I arrived at Stanford in July, Victor and I had frequent



discussions about my deviant thoughts, and in time he would extend his offer to pay my salary
until the following summer.The Thaler family took a leisurely trip across the country in June,
hitting national parks along the way, and the drive offered time to let my mind wander about ways
to combine psychology and economics. Any topic was fair game for pondering. For instance:
Suppose I will drive 300 miles today. How fast should I drive? If I drive at 70 miles per hour
instead of 60, we will get to our destination 43 minutes sooner, which seems like enough time
saved to risk a speeding ticket. But when I have only 30 miles left to go, I will only save 4.3
minutes by driving faster. That doesn’t seem worth it. So, should I be gradually slowing down as I
get closer to my destination? That can’t be right, especially since we are going to get back in the
car and drive again tomorrow. Shouldn’t I have a uniform policy for the entire trip? Hmmm, put it
on the List.*Our trip’s final detour was to Eugene, Oregon, to see Baruch Fisch-hoff and Paul
Slovic, the psychologists who had originally sparked my interest in these ideas. While the family
explored the town, I chatted with Baruch, Paul, and their collaborator Sarah Lichtenstein. There
was also another psychologist visiting their center who, like Fisch-hoff, had studied with
Kahneman and Tversky in graduate school, Maya Bar-Hillel. All of them would join my informal
team of psychology tutors in the coming years.At the end of the summer, the Kahneman and
Tversky psychology clan arrived in force. Amos and his wife, Barbara, were visiting the Stanford
psychology department. Danny and his future wife, the eminent psychologist Anne Treisman,
were to be visiting the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, located just up the
hill from NBER.Victor Fuchs arranged the lunch where Amos, Danny, and I first met. I don’t
remember much about it, except that I was uncharacteristically nervous. I can only trust that the
voluble Vic kept the conversation moving. More important, the lunch introduction gave me
license to walk up the hill and drop in on Danny. (Tversky’s office was on campus, too far away to
just drop in.) He and Tversky were finishing the paper that by now they called “Prospect Theory,”
and I would sometimes wander in while they were working. The Center’s primitive phone system
made it easier to walk up the hill than to call Danny to see if he was around.Sometimes when I
stopped by to see Danny I would find the two of them at work, putting together the final version
of prospect theory. When they were writing, with Danny at the keyboard, they would talk through
each sentence, arguing about virtually every word. Their conversations were an odd mixture of
Hebrew and English. An exchange in one language might suddenly switch to the other, with no
acknowledgment of the flip. Sometimes the switch to English seemed related to the use of
technical terms like “loss aversion,” for which they had not bothered to invent Hebrew
equivalents. But I failed to generate a viable theory for why they would switch in the other
direction. It might have helped to know some Hebrew.They spent months polishing the paper.
Most academics find getting the initial ideas the most enjoyable part of research, and
conducting the actual research is almost as much fun. But few enjoy the writing, and it shows. To
call academic writing dull is giving it too much credit. Yet to many, dull writing is a badge of
honor. To write with flair signals that you don’t take your work seriously and readers shouldn’t
either.† “Prospect Theory” is hardly an easy read, but the writing was crystal clear because of



their endless editing and Amos’s perennial goal of “getting it right.”Danny and I soon began the
habit of taking walks in the hills near the Center just to talk. We were equally ignorant and
curious about each other’s fields, so our conversations offered many learning opportunities. One
aspect of these mutual training sessions involved understanding how members of the other
profession think, and what it takes to convince them of some finding.The use of hypothetical
questions offers a good example. All of Kahneman and Tversky’s research up to this point relied
on simple scenarios, such as: “Imagine that in addition to everything you now own, you gain
$400. Now consider the choice between a sure loss of $200 or a gamble in which you have a
50% chance to lose $400 and a 50% chance to lose nothing.” (Most choose to gamble in this
situation.) As Kahneman delightfully explains in his book Thinking, Fast and Slow, they would try
these thought experiments out on themselves and if they agreed on an answer they would
provisionally assume that others would answer the same way. Then they would check by asking
subjects, typically students.Economists do not put much stock in the answers to hypothetical
questions, or survey questions in general for that matter. Economists say they care more about
what people do as opposed to what they say they would do. Kahneman and Tversky were aware
of the objections, undoubtedly raised by skeptical economists they had met, but they had little
choice. A key prediction of prospect theory is that people react differently to losses than they do
to gains. But it is nearly impossible to get permission to run experiments in which subjects might
actually lose substantial amounts of money. Even if people were willing to participate, the
university committees that review experiments using human subjects might not approve the
experiments.In the published version of prospect theory, Amos and Danny included the following
defense of their methods: “By default, the method of hypothetical choices emerges as the
simplest procedure by which a large number of theoretical questions can be investigated. The
use of the method relies on the assumption that people often know how they would behave in
actual situations of choice, and on the further assumption that the subjects have no special
reason to disguise their true preferences.” Essentially, they were saying that if their subjects were
reasonably accurate in predicting the choices they would actually make in such cases, and their
indicated choices were inconsistent with expected utility theory, then that should at least create
a presumption of doubt about whether the theory is a good description of behavior.This defense
apparently satisfied the journal editor but remained a bugaboo among economists for years.
Prospect theory gradually gained acceptance because it proved useful in explaining behavior in
a variety of high-stakes settings where it was possible to observe actual choices, from individual
investors to game show contestants. But I don’t think any economist would have come up with
this theory, even granting them Kahneman and Tversky’s psychological insights. An
unwillingness to rely on hypothetical questions would have kept them from learning the nuances
of behavior that Kahneman and Tversky were able to discern.I found the idea that you could just
ask people questions and take their answers seriously to be quite liberating. Up to then, the
items on the List were merely thought experiments. It seemed obvious to me that if readers were
confronted with one of my hypothetical examples, they would check their intuition and then



agree that the behavior existed. (This was, of course, naïve.) And, although the survey method
was not considered authoritative, it was surely better than a survey of my own intuitions.A few
years later I got a nice lesson on how to do this from the masters themselves. They took my
clock radio and television shopping example from the List and turned it into shopping for a jacket
and a calculator, and then asked people what they would do. Here it is, with two different
versions indicated by the numbers in parentheses or brackets:Imagine that you are about to
purchase a jacket for ($125)[$15] and a calculator for ($15)[$125]. The calculator salesman
informs you that the calculator you wish to buy is on sale for ($10)[$120] at the other branch of
the store, located a twenty-minute drive away. Would you make the trip to the other store?Sure
enough, real subjects said they would be more willing to take the drive to save $5 on the
cheaper item, as I had conjectured, and now there was data to support it. I soon started using
this method as well, though sparingly. But Danny and I would rely almost exclusively on the
answers to hypothetical questions seven years later in a project about perceptions of fairness,
discussed in chapter 14.When I was not wandering the hills with Danny, I was hunkered down at
NBER with nothing to do but think. Victor Fuchs played the role of guilt-inducing Jewish mother,
periodically asking me about my progress. A paradox confronted me. I had what I thought was a
big idea, but research proceeds through a series of small steps. And I did not know which small
steps would advance the big idea. Big ideas are fine, but I needed to publish papers to stay
employed. Looking back, I had what science writer Steven Johnson calls a “slow hunch.” A slow
hunch is not one of those “aha” insights when everything becomes clear. Instead, it is more of a
vague impression that there is something interesting going on, and an intuition that there could
be something important lurking not far away. The problem with a slow hunch is you have no way
to know whether it will lead to a dead end. I felt like I had arrived on the shores of a new world
with no map, no idea where I should be looking, and no idea whether I would find anything of
value.Kahneman and Tversky ran experiments, so it was natural to think that I should be running
experiments, too. I reached out to the two founders of the then nascent field called experimental
economics, Charlie Plott at Caltech and Vernon Smith, then at the University of Arizona.
Economists traditionally have used historical data to test hypotheses. Smith and Plott were
practitioners of and proselytizers for the idea that one could test economic ideas in the
laboratory. I first took a trip down to Tucson to visit Smith.Smith’s research agenda was, at least
at that time, different from the one I was imagining for myself. When he and Danny shared the
Nobel Prize in economics many years later, I told a reporter that the difference between their
respective research agendas that won them the prize was that Smith was trying to show how
well economic theory worked and Kahneman was doing the opposite.‡At the time I visited him,
Smith advocated using something he called the induced value methodology. Instead of trading
actual goods or gambles, markets were created for tokens, in which each subject was given their
own private value for a token. My token might be worth $8 while yours would be worth $4,
meaning that these were the amounts we would receive from the experimenter if we ended up
holding a token at the end of the study. Using this method, Smith was able to test economic



principles such as supply and demand analysis. But I had some worries about this methodology.
When you go to the store and decide whether to buy a jacket for $49, no one is telling you how
much you are willing to pay for it. You have to decide that for yourself, and that value might
depend on all sorts of issues such as what the retail price of the product is, how much you have
already spent on clothing this month, and whether you happened to have just gotten your tax
refund. Many years later I finally got around to testing my concern about this method by
replacing tokens with coffee mugs, as we will see in chapter 16.I then combined a family trip to
Disneyland with a pilgrimage to Caltech to meet Charlie Plott, who was also pioneering this field
(and could easily have shared the Nobel Prize with Smith). Perhaps because of the Caltech
setting, Plott liked to use a wind tunnel analogy to describe what he was doing. Rather than
showing that the basic principles of economics worked in the lab, he was more interested in
testing what happened when the rules of the market were changed. Charlie, for whom the word
garrulous seems to have been invented, was also warm and friendly.As kind and impressive as
Smith and Plott were, I was not ready to declare myself to be exclusively, or even primarily, an
experimental economist. I wanted to study “behavior” and remain open-minded about the
techniques I would use. I planned to run experiments when that method seemed to be the best
way of observing behavior, or sometimes to just ask people questions, but I also wanted to study
the behavior of people in their natural habitats . . . if I could just figure out how to do it.At some
point during my year in Stanford I decided I was going “all in” on this new venture. The University
of Rochester was not an ideal venue given the intellectual proclivities of the senior faculty, who
were deeply wedded to traditional economic methodology, so I looked elsewhere.§When you
interview for a job in academia you present a paper in a faculty workshop, and that presentation,
along with the papers you have written, determines whether you will get the job. My “Value of a
Life” paper with Rosen was already pretty widely known, and I could have played it safe by
presenting some additional work on that topic, but I wanted an environment that would tolerate a
little heresy, so I presented a paper about the economics of self-control, cashews and all. Any
place that would hire me after hearing that paper was likely to be at least moderately open to
what came next. Fortunately, offers arrived from Cornell and Duke, and I settled on Cornell. My
next move would be 90 miles down the road from Rochester.________________* Answer:
Drive the same speed the whole way. The chance of getting a ticket is proportional to the time
you are driving, holding everything else constant.† There are, of course, exceptions to this
generalization. In that era, George Stigler and Tom Schelling come to mind as great writers.‡ I
was referring to Smith’s early work, cited by the Nobel committee. Later he delved into other
more radical areas, including a series of experiments in which he could reliably produce an
asset pricing bubble (Smith, Suchanek, and Gerry, 1998).
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Cliente de Ebook Tops, “A great learning experience. This book is an intellectual autobiography
written by Nobel laureate Richard Thaler. The book provides a glimpse at one of the most
interesting intellectual battles within the field of economics: a battle between the reductionist and
rationalist camp (which has confounded the normative and the descriptive value of its theories),
and the empiricist and skeptical camp (which parted away with parsimony and formal elegance
in the pursuit of realism).I won't summarize the wealth of evidence presented (with clarity and
grace) in the book. Rather, I will make five general points that will suffice, I think, to entice the
undecided reader to take up this good book.1. This is Kuhnian book. It tells a story of a paradigm
shift in the field of economics, from the initial hostility to the reticent acceptance and later to the
widespread celebration of behavioral economics (more than ten of its main exponents have
been awarded with the Nobel prize).2. Behavioral economics is already making a dent in public
policy. In England and elsewhere, policy makers have embraced some of its prescriptions to
tackle various social problems, ranging from obesity to tax evasion. There is a perverse side of
behavioral economics though. There are good nudges and bad nudges. Thaler himself
sometimes sounds as an expert and unrepentant manipulator (see chapter 13 for example).3.
Economists can no longer ignore the (empirical) relevance of a set of behavioral ideas: loss
aversion, the endowment effect, mental accounting, hyperbolic discounting, fairness
preferences and narrow framing. "Humans do not have the brains of Einstein (or Barro), nor do
they have the self-control of an ascetic Buddhist monk. Rather, they have passions, faulty
telescopes, treat various pots of wealth quite differently, and can be influenced by short-run
returns in the stock market." 4. William Baumol's early critique of behavioral economics in the
sense that it should move beyond the discovery of anomalies to a more constructive agenda is
still relevant. Some parts of the book are just anomaly-mining followed by ex post theorizing.5.
While reading the book, I often remembered a famous dictum by novelist (and also Nobel
laurate) Elias Canetti: "there aren't the most profound ideas which have often the greatest
influence." This book shows that simple ideas can indeed be quite influential.”

PHLXCISO, “First Realistic Book on How Economics Really Works in Decades. As an
economics major in college (but not career) I always thought that the mathematical models were
impressive but a perfect example of GIGO (Garbage In Garbage Out.) The main problem was
that they were all based on Economic Man, a mythical creature like unicorns. I never met any so I
assumed that a new theory was needed. Just one example: To Economic Man the pain of losing
$100 is equal to the pleasure of making $100 which we all know is not true. This book tries to
bring this discrepancy in to economics by showing that Economic Man Misbehaves according to
Classic but not Behavioral Economics.classical”

FCRichelieu, “Story of the professional career of a pioneer in behavioural economics. I was



drawn to this book given that its author is a pioneer in behavioural economics. To me, it reads
like a sequel to the fascinating works of psychologists Kahneman and Tversky on decision
making and prospect theory.The book affords a close-up look (a firsthand account) at the
exploration throughout the entire professional career of an illustrious economist. The subject is
the role of human psychology in the decision making process. His experiments and observations
bring into question some very basic assumptions and hypotheses in classic economics, such as
rationality in consumer choices and efficient markets.The detailed discussion of economic
issues is sometimes rather academic/technical. It helps if the reader comes with a basic
understanding of principles and methods in the study of economics (which I do not possess). In
any case, the account of the tense academic debates surrounding the subject is quite
fascinating to read. Towards the end of the book, the author also provides useful insights on the
implications of behavioural considerations for public policy.In all, this is a highly recommended
book that should provide an engrossing read.”

Derek Zweig, “Thaler and his predecessors mark a regime change in economic theory.
Misbehaving is one of several stand-out books on behavioral theory in the past decade or so.
Richard Thaler succeeds at both providing a conceptual understanding of behavioral biases and
explaining how these biases are present in everything from going to the store to economic
research.He starts with his crown jewel, the endowment bias, which is strongly demonstrated
using the wine example, wherein an owner of a fine wine worth $100 would not consider selling
the wine because they want to drink it, but would not actually buy the same wine for $100 to
drink if they didn’t already own it. This inconsistent logic extends beyond wine drinking.
Consider also a person who would be willing to make a minimal payment to eliminate an already
low risk of death, but would require significantly more if asked to accept that risk when it were
not already present is also demonstrating this bias. There is a clear nonlinearity in subjective
value that can be found frequently in consumer decision-making.Thereafter, Thaler continues to
cover a series of interesting behavioral concepts.Hindsight bias, where individuals reviewing
past performance believe that outcomes were predictable, causes mid-level managers to
receive too much blame for project failures. Individual projects with sizeable payoff and sizeable
risk of loss may not be favored by project managers individually due to capped upside and
potential termination on the downside, even though from an aggregate perspective doing all
projects may be the best choice for the company.Bounded rationality, a decision-making
framework that incorporates behavioral biases, when applied to the theory of the firm, leads
firms to maximize size (revenue) instead of value/profits (with minimal profit constraints). CEO
pay seems to increase with both size and profits. Managers try to increase sales and match
their workforce to meet sales, as opposed to performing marginal analysis for hiring
decisions.The Weber Fechner law (also referred to as range-effects) describes a relationship
between magnitude and intensity. Going from 2 headlights to 1 in a lit city is not a noticeable
difference, but 1 to 0 is. Similarly, losing $1,300 instead of $1,290 is less noticeable than losing



$20 instead of $10. In the latter example there is a diminishing marginal utility impact, so people
are loss averse for the same reason they’re risk averse for gains…the loss of the second
hundred hurts less than the first hundred. However, loss aversion (risk seeking when faced with
losses) may only apply if the risk can generate enough gains to break even. If simply minimizing
losses, loss aversion may not be exhibited. Accordingly, loss aversion could explain rogue
trader issues and outsized losses/risk.Thaler goes on to explain the house money fallacy,
wherein gamblers or investors will take more risk when playing with gains/investing with profits.
He suggests this is a subsidiary behavior of mental accounting, implying that individuals should
treat all gains the same as money initially invested. This concept has received appropriate
challenge by opponents like Nassim Taleb, who highlight the importance of time probability and
the use of thresholds to manage path-dependent financial decisions. While average returns
over long-periods of time may be positive, intermediate volatility causing positions to be wiped
out could prevent participation in recoveries, making thresholds important.An extension of this
discussion includes myopic loss aversion, where people will turn down a single bet with a
favorable payoff because the small loss would hurt more than the large gain, but would be willing
to accept the same bet if run 100 times (because of the law of large numbers). Samuelson used
backward induction to say this is irrational because there’s still a risk (albeit lower) of larger loss
over 100 trials. Thaler disagrees, saying it’s actually the refusal to take the first bet that is
irrational. Thaler then applies this to markets, saying investors over-invest in bonds because of
similar short-term concern for potential losses (volatility). This may explain why the equity risk
premium is so high, people are just looking at their portfolio too often!There is also dissent
regarding how individuals respond to potential gains. In an experiment, Thaler notes that higher
fares resulted in some inexperienced cab drivers hitting a target income and going home early,
while staying out longer when fares are low. This is due to viewing income day by day instead of
as a whole (though more experienced drivers didn’t make this mistake). This has far-reaching
implications, as standard practice assumes that higher gains encourage individuals to intensify
competition for those gains. To the extent investors operate with income targets in mind, higher
rates of return may not induce investment.Thaler then introduces the first common argument
against the relevance of behavioral biases: when stakes are high, individuals will make the right
choice. However, research suggests individuals make irrational decisions whether stakes are
high or low. In fact, high stakes purchases (i.e. a house) are less frequent than low stakes
purchases, so consumers should really be better at making rational low stakes decisions as
opposed to high stakes decisions.Another common argument against the relevance of
behavioral biases: markets correct for behavioral irrationality. Thaler calls this the invisible hand
wave, since its proponents often speak vociferously with their hands when explaining. However,
if market participants are too unsophisticated to make rational decisions, how can they rationally
select an expert? Also, experts likely have a conflict of interest. Both of these are reasonable
objections, but not sufficient. It may not be about whether markets can make agents fully
rational, but about how many layers of rational encouragement there are. For example, if sick,



you could dance around a fire, but marketing and education help one reject this option in favor of
medicine. You could just take any medicine, but you see a doctors to indicate which medicine or
treatment is best. You could just see any doctor, or you could see those that have signaled
competence via accreditation. At some point, the consumer has no choice but to use
experience and judgment when making repeat purchases, even if more layers of assurance are
added. Competition of private quality assurance adds checks to the process via liability and
alternative options when dissatisfied. Overall, I don’t think Thaler is right to completely reject the
invisible hand wave, though he does point out clear limitations.The last noteworthy general
argument against the relevance of behavioral biases is from Gary Becker, who states that in
competitive labor markets it doesn’t matter if most people suffer from behavioral biases, as the
people who don’t will “win” the positions that require strong rational thinking. This argument is
never really theoretically addressed, instead empirically challenged looking at football draft
strategies (Thaler shows that team management tends to exhibit present bias and overpay for
early picks).Thaler then moves on to explain the difference between transaction utility (the
difference between price paid and usual price) and acquisition utility (general happiness
attained via consumption). Homo economicus (the rational individual assumed in many
economic theories) is never fooled by transaction utility, though normal people may be.
Research suggests that poor individuals tend to assign more emphasis to opportunity costs,
making them closest to homo economicus. Along similar lines, he explains the sunk cost fallacy,
wherein individuals make decisions based on money already spent, potentially leading them to
do something they would rather not just because of the money spent (going to a concert you
bought tickets for when you’d rather just watch a movie when the night of the concert comes).
This has both micro and macro effects, as Thaler argues it may cause governments to extent
wars when they shouldn’t (there’s evidence this was the case during the Vietnam War).
Fortunately, there is evidence that sunk cost inertia tends to be strong shortly after expenditure
but wear off over time.Another popular bias, the self-control bias, has been a cornerstone of
Thaler’s career. The self-control bias is exhibited when individuals admit that they’d be happier if
the cashew bowl at a dinner party is taken away as to prevent them from getting full before
dinner. The implication is that consumers may actually be better off when consumption options
are limited instead of expanded, which directly opposes older economic frameworks that
assume an increased possible consumption bundle is always better. This bias is ultimately a
time preference issue. A one day difference matters more if it’s today versus tomorrow than if it’s
one year from now versus one day before a year from now. Irving fisher argued that poor
individuals have a more short-term preference because their desires apply to more urgent
necessities. Samuelson pointed out that time preference is comparable to discounting future
consumption. An exponential function is present if the year-over-year discount rate is constant.
As conditions change over time and utility discount rates are adjusted, people may not act
consistently (i.e. they may choose satisfaction in 2 years now, but prefer immediate satisfaction
in a year). In other words, people may discount back from 1 year at 30% and back from 2 years



at only 10%. This is called quasi-hyperbolic discounting when an individual starts high then
declines, also known as present bias.This leads into an important discussion on consumption
functions: how much will people spend after a tax cut? Keynes attempted to answer this
question by noting that the marginal propensity to consumer is higher for poor people than for
rich. Friedman argued that people will smooth the windfall over the short-run, but would spend
more if they thought the income was permanent. Modigliani argued that it’s not income, but
lifetime wealth that determines people’s marginal propensity to consume (the life cycle
hypothesis). Barro took it even farther, extending the wealth time horizon to infinity to consider
continued bequests (so Ricardian equivalence would exist). Thaler ultimately states that the
marginal propensity to consume is higher or lower depending on the mental bucket new income
is placed in, calling this the behavioral life cycle theory. He notes that lump sum tax breaks are
more likely to be saved or used to pay off debt, while spreading tax breaks out will increase
spending.Thaler then looks to other theories through a behavioral lens, particularly the
Modigliani and Miller Irrelevance theorem, which states that if there are no taxes or transaction
costs, companies should be indifferent whether money is paid in dividends, to repay debt, or in
what bucket it is stored. Thaler says that mental accounting may cause investors to prefer
dividends despite unfavorable taxes. Miller disagreed, saying Lintner’s explanation that firms
only raise dividends when earnings are such that the firm will not have to lower dividends in the
future is likely correct, although Thaler points out that this is itself a behavioral explanation
similar to loss aversion.Thaler also delves into theories of market returns. He starts by
introducing Keynes’ beauty contest and the guess the number game. The guess the number
game dictates that everyone pick a number between 0 and 100, with the winner the individual
who picks the number closest to two-thirds of the average number everyone else picks.
Depending on the number of degrees of thought, the expected guess should keep getting lower
until reaching 0, which is the Nash Equilibrium solution. These games demonstrate a different
way of viewing secondary markets, with a focus on the actions of others instead of
fundamentals.The first psychological explanation of market inefficiencies (value versus growth)
was over-extrapolation of past performance onto future (so if growth stocks are too high and
value stocks too low, outperformance of value is just reversion to mean). Fama argued it’s a risk
difference, not a mispricing. In other words, higher returns may simply be due to value firms
being more risky. Note, however, that this is not consistent with early users of the CAPM, which
assumed these risks could be eliminated in diversified portfolios. Thaler notes that beta alone
cannot explain these return differences.Thaler further argues that closed-end fund discounts
from NAV refute the law of one price, though he seems to miss a large argument against such a
claim. Closed-end funds are publicly traded holding companies that typically invest in portfolios
of publicly traded securities. Unlike conventional mutual funds, closed-end funds do not redeem
shares once they are issued; therefore, investors must buy and sell shares in the open market.
Closed-end funds tend to trade at a discount relative to the value of their underlying assets in the
open market, while conventional mutual funds trade at NAV (because conventional mutual funds



will redeem shares from any shareholder at NAV). Although there are many possible
explanations for the discount associated with closed-end funds (i.e. shareholders have no
control over distribution policies of the fund, they cannot effect the level of management fees,
they cannot control the timing of capital gain tax liabilities, they cannot control the issuance of
new dilutive shares, etc.), most principally relate to a shareholder’s lack of control of the
underlying assets of the fund. Thaler notes that closed-end funds are initially sold by brokers
along with an approximate 7% commission. The fees don’t change but the discounts do, so the
fees alone can’t be a sole explanation. Thus, Thaler blames investor sentiment and small firm
effect (discount rises as difference between small and large stock returns increases) for the
closed-end fund discount, without any reference to control issues. Control discounts at this level
are further supported by control premium studies of acquisitions of publicly traded companies
(which are admittedly influenced by synergies, not just control).Nonetheless, Thaler goes on to
describe Fisher Black’s explanation of noise traders as simply “stupid” traders who ignore the
law of one price, allowing for arbitrage-like opportunities. For example, when one public
company owns another and the stub + subsidiary value doesn’t equal current value. He states
that restrictions on shorts, a shortage of share inventory for shorts, and redemption requests
from investors may prevent smart money from closing these anomalies.Thaler then takes on the
Coase theorem, which states that if transaction costs are low and if dealing with small amounts
of wealth, judges won’t be able to impact what kind of activity ends up occurring, they will only
rule on who owns what or has what rights. The parties will end up negotiating according to their
own preferences thereafter, so resources will still flow to the best use. Thaler argues that the
endowment effect, sunk cost fallacy, and fairness consideration (preference to harm other side
even at cost to self) will prevent the Coase theorem from working out. This is surprisingly
reminiscent of Murray Rothbard’s criticism of the Coase theorem, which focuses on fairness and
non-monetary (subjective) costs. Thaler then uses this reasoning to attack the perfection of
consumer sovereignty, though he acknowledges bureaucratic behavioral limitations as
well.Thaler then introduces asymmetric paternalism, where regulation benefits those who make
errors without harming those who do not. This is the basis of the “nudge” solution. The role of
government within such a framework is to enact laws that encourage individuals to make rational
decisions without taking away their ability to make irrational (or just different) decisions if
desired. A nudge does not involve reducing possible consumption or action bundles, instead
simply selecting starting default decisions that can be changed if desired.Overall, while the
ability of behavioral theory to explain certain identified phenomena is still up for debate, Thaler’s
work is likely to be the core of macro-economic policy discussion for years to come.  Great read.”

B.Sudhakar Shenoy, “When laziness pays. Economics is about choices. Most of us with limited
incomes try and exercise prudent choices to Optimise our budgets. In free markets, prices move
up and down till supply and demand meet, reaching Equilibrium. Voila! We have a perfect
equation on hand: Optimization + Equilibrium = Economics.What if this simple equation is not a



perfect ‘Science’ and has ‘Anomalies’ that defy the rigid laws of science? The basis of such
thought is that People, and not Science, are at the core of all human interactions including our
decisions on personal life, or in balancing our budgets. Hence Economics in real life reflects our
not so rational behavior which in turn is influenced by the vagaries of our Psychology. Just as the
‘Invisible Hand’ tries to discipline markets, our invisible minds individually and collectively at
times does just the opposite. Hence Economics in practice means ‘Behavioral’ Economics,
which is a combination of Economics and Psychology. This is my simple understanding of this
complex field and this book is about the saga of integrating the two, in a fiercely guarded domain
of pure Economic science.The cases and concepts are rich and insightful.It is well proven that in
market economies, equities as a class of asset handsomely outperforms debt and bond markets
and generate ‘premium’ returns. In fact, over any twenty-year period in the history of stock
markets, equity returns have always been consistently higher. Yet, we allocate most of our
retirement savings in ‘safe’ debt and bond funds, if at all. I understood this fallacy through a
simple game illustrated in the book, that I am modifying slightly.Consider the following
choices:Choice A: Flip a coin. If you get heads, you get $ 10; If you get tails, you lose
nothing.Choice B: Flip a coin. If you get heads, you get $ 100. If you get tails, you lose $ 50.If the
game must be played only ONCE, most of us would perhaps play choice A since there is a
chance of winning a $ 10, while there is no risk of losing.On the other hand, if the game is to be
played a Hundred times and results added, it is a no-brainer to jump to Choice B. (This is like
saying that Newton would perfectly predict, that an apple from the tree would certainly fall to the
ground, but when it comes to a Hundred, he might bet on their journey in the opposite
direction!). Hence, to me the key learning is to invest as much in equities, early, retire early and
find time to read books like these!!There is also a great example on how innovation can be
nurtured in companies. If there are about 25 projects, each with equal chance of generating $ 10
million in revenues and losing $ 5 million, chances are that, these projects in individual corporate
silos, managed by individual managers are bound to be shelved. On the other hand, if the
corporate innovation culture aggregates all these projects with no punishment for failure, it would
be a great success. Corporate Innovation Strategy for the CEO.Our telescopic vision is myopic,
and mental accounting is flawed argues Prof Thaler.One Anomaly comes to my mind after
reading this wonderful book. The author would be delighted to hear on ‘anomaly’ from a
common man like me. It is this. Cultures vary vastly across countries, communities and
continents. (Hofstede dimensions for example). Hence if the Cooperation game is played in two
different countries with vast cultural differences, say India and Germany, would the results be
same, or significantly different? If similar economic policies are adopted in these countries, it
succeeds in one and fails miserably in another. (My reference to the books ‘Culture and
Prosperity: Why Some Nations Are Rich but Most Remain Poor’ by John Kay, and ‘The Mystery
of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West and Fails Everywhere’’ by Hernando De Soto).
(I have published my reviews on Amazon.com.)If so, can Culture be added as a Third
dimension? Would this explain more of the Macro part of Economics? Pardon me if I am dead



wrong. I am a Human and not an Econ.Thank you, Prof Thaler for this outstanding book. This
book took lots of time for me to read. It involves deep thought and gradual assimilation, and the
risk of being branded lazy. Yet it pays, even to be a lazy common man!”

Steve @ Aberdeen, “Not my field - or so I thought!. A long read, and not a book to take lightly, but
it contains a lot of passages and insights that lead to an "of course". A lot of what Thaler says is
obvious after the fact - but a proverb including wood and trees springs to mind. I'm not an
economist nor psychologist, though my own profession includes a lot that crosses over into
those fields - and would probably do better is there was greater cross-over.Specialists often get
blinkered, or even blinded, by their own field's theories that they fail to see the real world. I recall
a sign I once saw "That's all very well in practice but it will never work in theory!" We need to
remain open to ideas that contradict our own comfortable world and be prepared to accept
change. Thaler's book isn't just for economists - it's for anyone who needs to deal with real world
behaviour and decision making.”

Luc REYNAERT, “Econs v. Humans. Richard H. Thaler traces in this book the origin and the
making of 'Behavioural Economics', where core premises of the classical economic theory and
generally accepted hypotheses in matter of finance and markets, are questioned.Core
premisesCore premises of economic theory are that people choose by optimizing (rational
choices) and that supply equals demand (price equilibrium). These premises assume that
economic decisions are taken by a selfish and rational agent: the homo economicus, the 'Econ'.
But, the models based on those premises can generate flawed results and a lot of bad
predictions. Econs exist only in a fictional world, not in the real world inhabited by Humans.The
economists guild should earnestly reckon with human psychology and the social sciences. They
should not exclude supposedly irrelevant factors (SIFs) in their analyses, like 'sunk
costs' (money already spent) or 'loss aversion'. Other generally accepted axioms, like the
precept that buying and selling prices should be about the same or that more choices are always
preferred to fewer, belong to a virtual, not a real world. People have well-defined preferences and
self-control problems, while professional economists are misled by theory-induced
blindness.FinanceR. H. Thaler tries to clarify the notion of 'smart' investor, and comes to the
strange conclusion that a 'smart' investor is somebody who is trying to buy stocks, of which he
thinks that other 'smart' investors will later decide that those stocks are worth more. He also
mentions J. M. Keynes' remark that people are willing to make extreme forecasts based on flimsy
data, on 'ephemeral and non-significant' day-to-day information.The author attacks the 'efficient
market hypothesis', with its two components: you can't beat the market and prices are right. But,
prices are often wrong (the October 1987 crash, close-end funds) and value stocks beat the
market (B. Graham). One should read this book for the overall evaluation of these hypotheses by
the author.Ultimately, the goal of the author is not to tell people what to do, but to help them
achieve their own goals.These trenchant comments ('wickonomics' - wicked for the economic



profession - not 'wackonomics') are a must read for all those who don't want to live and work in
the imaginary world of Econs.N. B. Thomas Kuhn's vision on science (the consensus model and
paradigm shifts) has been criticized by Karl Popper and his own vision (the conflict model and
challenging hypotheses).”

The book by Richard H. Thaler has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 2,006 people have provided
feedback.
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